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CI IAP'ILR

Notation

The mathenLtical model described herein was developed using

mathematical notation and it is implenented in USASI FORTIAN (2.0)/MASTE

used on the CDC-3300 tomruter. For this reason the model will be

described using FOfRIRAN rules for variable and constant names and symbols.

Ihus NCREW, the nunmer of C-130 air crews, is a variable symbol and not the

product N*C*R*E*W. Multiplication is indicated by parentheses() or by an

asterisk *; when there is no ombiguity, such as 2X, the asterisk is

omitted.

Brackets are used to denote truncation to the larpVst integer

in the expression between the brackets. Truncation in the

FORTAN model 1ý done by using integer variable names.

S' 1Braces are used to denote sets of expressions which are between
'I

the braces and are separated by cormas.

Parentheses are used to denote multiplication, grouping, or

subscripts.

MIN O,T 3 Means the minimtxn of the values in the given set.

MAX {EPK G 2, AG} 1 Mans the maximrum of the values in the given set.

The FORTRAN rule for subscripting will be followed; hence, Ai

is written as A(I). Capital letters in our alphabet will be used exclu-

sively since they are the only ones available on the CDC-3300 computer.

When a letter such as p is preferable due to cormon u!ýage, it will be called

by an equivalent such as RHO. Footnotes are serially numbered and
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references in the text are numbered in brackets [-]

Description of ADAPTS

The Air Deliverable Anti-Pollution Transfer System (ADAPTS) includes

aircraft, aircraft ground equipment, large moveable Diesel adJ yvn pumps,

hoses, collapsible tanks, and. men with their supplies of food, water, etc.

A hypothetical incident for use of this system would be: a tank•er loses

propulsion power during a storm when app.-oaching New Jersey from Venezurla and

is driven aground on a sandy beach. There is no danage but no other ship

can approach it due to shoals. Barges are available but the gathering and

towing of barges to the tanker from New York City and Wilmington, Delaware,

will require five to seven days and at least two more days will be needed

to lighten the tanker sufficiently so it can be floated. .The Coast Guard

and other agencies are notified. The Coast Guard decides t6'u~e ADAPTS after

evaluating the situation including the chances for another storm.

The deployment of the system begins by notifying Elizabeth City Air

Station (ECAS), Cape May Air Station (CMAS), and Brooklyn Air Station (BAS).

BAS is nearest to the scene and it is equipped with the largest helicopters

(HH-3F's) the Coast Guard uses; BAS immediately loads a puMP and Diesel

package into a cargo sling and the ready HH-3F brings it to the scene of the

f, i,'ding. A crew is called to man a second hH-3F within an hour.

At CMAS the situation differs; this air station has only II-52A's for

helicopters and unlike the Hi-3F they can not carry a heavy load any

distance. CMAS remains on alert to send its helicopters for work at the
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scene in eight hours (after all heavy delivery is completed and when the

crews of the HIB3F's must rest). At ECAS the ready C-130 begins loading a

collapsed rubber tank called a bag package. A second and third C-130 are

being readied by installing a rail system (the loaded equipment is on

pallets that will slide over these rails when loading and when parachuting

the equipment) and mere C-130 crews are called to be ready by the time

these C-130's are ready. After the first C-130 is loaded, four salvage

teams of four men each board the plane and the plane flies to BAS. There

the salvage teams board HH--3F's and are brouOit to the scene while the C-130

airborne again, flies to the scene and prepares to parachute the equipment.

When the first salvage team is ready and a helicopter is waiting the equip-

ment is dropped from the C-130; automatically anchors when'-i enters the

water except for the A-frame hauling and lifting device (ER5'which is buoy.-

ant and free floating. The helicopter grapples for the HLD and bringe it to

the salvage team which asserbles the HID while the helicopter attaches lines

to the anchored equipment and brings either the equipment or the lines to the

salvage team depending upon the type of helicopter, the distances, and the

weather. The salvage team finishes hauling the equipment to and on the tanker

and then hauls in the end of the hose from the collapsed bag. The equipment

is assembled and the pumping, at a maximum rate of 1000 U. S. gallons per

minute per purp, begins into the rubber bag. The aircraft continue bringing

equip•ent and bags until all that are needed are at the scene. In spite of

the distances involved, enough bags can be delivered in 24 hours to liphten
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the tanker. This is the timeu linit de(sirpe.. After 15 b.,g,,; have been fille:d

and noved to a safe anchorare, an attcmpt to pull the tanker' sucneeds and

jlvi 'UtWlku lb 'LumCJW U 1.4 V~W uj.Lk~. A oa. UdJL UGcUOlk J)LUVy w1iJIZ~WJ aj1VCU,)ii ,

to the scene picks up the seven unused barD and brinp. them to New York.

Coast- fiard and conmerical tu., tow the full bap, slowly to Bayonne, New

Jersey, where they are emptied into storage tanks or tank barges. All the

equipment is eventually broLVuht to 13AS where it is loaded CM C-130's for

return to WCAS for repair and repackaging.

The most important aspect of the use of ADAFIPS is illustrated by

this example. Powerful equipment must be brought from its storafe to the

distressed tanker, in time to prevent an oil spill. A tanker, agTound or

drifting out of control, is at the mercy of weather. The measure of

effectiveness for this model, what can be done in 211 hours3 was picked with

weather in mind. Some tankers become distressed due to rouj4i weather; they

have five days on the average before rough weather occurs again. It is dur-

ing that five day period that salvage can be attempted. Some tankers such

as the TORREY CANYON become distressed independently of weather. For those

tankers, the ones that become distressed during good weather will have on

the average two days until a storm arrives and the ones that become distressed

during rough weather will have nearly five days until another storm arrives.

A small tanker in distress near ECAS can be emptied by ADAPTS in 24 hours

while at the other extreme a supertanker in distress in the Florida Strait

will require many days of off loading to be emptied. The model solves for

what can be done in 24 hours by ADAFTS in weather up to 40 knot winds, 12

foot seas, and 1000 foot ceiling. An evaluation of the weather forecasted,
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the size of the tanker, its distress, and Coast. (ard resources currently

available is needed to determine wlat resolirces to use and what additional

resources must he obtained, Thus this mathematical model is an aid in the

decision process.

The hypothetical incident gives a preliminvay description of the

system. For the purpose of detailed description, we will consider it to

be comprised of four subsystems:

a. ECAS with C-130 aircraft. Other aircraft there are not used

in ADAPTS so they are i7iored.

b. TWo other air stations (HPl nearest to the incident scene and

HP2 next nearest) with helicopters. Other aircraft there are incidental;

they are not used in ADAPqS.

c. The aircraft delivered pumps at ECAS, IIPI,,and HP2 and the

bags at ECAS.

d. The salvage teams with life support equipment.

ECAS Aircraft

The Coast GLard Air Station at Elizabeth Citi, North Carolina

is centrally located on the east coast of the United States. LBecause of a

reorganization of aircraft deployment several years ago, it is currently

the only Coast Guard air station in the East with C-130's. With little

effort it can be doubled to tvx sources of C-130' s, but because of the

distances involved between C-130 equipped air stations, they are independent

for all practical purposes. This model, based upon one C-130 eauipped air

station, is valid for San Francisco Air Station and other C-130 equipped

air stations although] ECAS is the only one mentioned in this paper. Table
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1 presents the standardized operating parameters for the tiree type's of'

Coast. Guard aircraft used by ADAPT,"; in it are included the aircraf t used

oy ADAPTG arid uxciudud fVUi it a 't, tb 1he t.Upcz4 . -1 V, .. 4-1• , P - .-

(•nar•. Up to 15 C-130's and loaders are allowed in the rr~del althoughf

this number is not possible from Coast Guard resources. This hilli allowance

permits "what if" questions. The number of loaders, L, is constrained to be

less than or equal to the number of C-130's, N, since only one 25K loaderI

can be used by a C-130 at a time.

L{elicoLter Air Stations

The air stations nearest and next nearest to the scene of the

distress are the only two air stations, considered in this model for helicopter

resources. Tlhe others will almost always be fa-r beyond the range of helicopter

operations and in some instances such as scenes of distress:northeast of

Portland, Maine, the nearest air station (CIAS) is at or beyond the limit of

loaded HH-3F's. In those instances, the HH-3F's can work at the scene, but

the salvage teams must be delivered by other means. In such an instance this

model is inapplicable. The air station nearest to the scene ig called HP1 in

the model and the next nearest to the scene is called HF2. Whenever a distance

is placed into the model that exceeds the capability of the helicopter the

helicopter is removed from the model, and if no helicopters are left at HiPl,

the model prints this fact and terminates solving the problem. If the mathe-

matical model is solved manually, the total flijtit time of an 1I1-3F must

ITihis paper use the 25,000 pound caTacity loading machine as a standard. It

is described in the model only by the total time renuired to load a C-130, D.
Change the value of D if other loaders are used.
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not exceed 182 minutes when it. i!: loaded with a coj:plete PUIT• and Diesel

set and thc total flirht tire of an IU{-52A must not exceed 120 minutes when

it is carrInv a third of a pt'zo mid Diesel set. These times are derived

frým the ... dits, listances, and the parme-ters in Table 1.

Pumns and Bars

The equipment especially developed for ADAPTS consists of the

pump and Diesel sets (hereafter called pumps when at the scene and E pkmn

when packaged for delivery) and the bar- (hereafter called barn when in the

water at the scene or when filled and B pkrs when packaged for delivery).

A C-130 delivery E pkg consists of:

a. A small rubber tank containin 55 gallons of Diesel fuel,

b. A Diesel engine - hydraulic pump set that is packaged to

float,

c. A submersible hydraulic motor in a common housing with a

crude oil pump that is packaged with hoses to float,

d. A hauling and lifting device which is an A-frame with a manual

winch and tie-downs, and

e. Packaging material including parachutes, pallet, package open-

ing equipment, lines, floats, ar" an anchor.

The pump set is capable of pumping 1000 gallons of medium weliht

crude oil per minute. When a E pkg is dropped out of the tail of a C-130,

the parachutes open automatically and a timer is started. Just before the

E pkg hits the water it begins to open and the HLD falls out. It floats

free. When the E pkg is in the water, the parachutes are cut off and an anchor

is dropped. It is now ready for hauling to the tanker.

I



A helicopter delivery E pkg is the same as above except that

parachutes and the anchor are unnecessary,; also the packaglng is lighter

since it will not be dropped. If an Ilil-52A is used (only for short dis-

tances), the components of an E pkg are delivered separately.

A B pkg consists of:

a. A folded rubber bar capable of holding 500 tons (125,000

U. S. gallons) of crude oil and a hose,

b.. Flotation tubes and inflater, and

c. Packaging material including parachutes, pallet, package

opening equipment and an anchor.

When a B pkg is dropped out of the tail of a C-130, the parachutes

open automatically. When the B pkg hits the water, the parachutes are cut

off and an anchor is dropped. After a time delay the package opens and the
"-4

water sensitive flotation inflater releases nitrogen gas into the flotation

tubes. The hose floats out (one end is plugged and the other end is fastened

to the bag filling connection). The flotation tubes straighten the bag so it

floats ready for filling.

The Salvage Team

The salvage team is comprised of enough men to run the pumps

and fill the bags at the scene for at least 24 hours. They are equipped

with a radio, emergency lighting, bedding, and food. Roughly four men are

needed per pump for around the clock operation but this number may be

changed when weather and season dictate. It is convenient to divide the

full salvage team into four man salvage teams for purposes of helicopter

load capacity. This amount of men can be carried by an HI-52A to the
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same distance it can carry a third of an E pkg. A salvage team neans a four
I.L

TABLE I

AIRCRATf PARNIRIERS

Plane Speed in Knots Carrying Reserve Mean Average Puel
Out Back Capacity Fuel Refueling Consumption

Pounds Pounds Time in Pounds/Hour
Minutes

Ph-52A 85 95 2,000 F+C 200 20 400
HH-3F 115 125 7,000 F+C 600 30 -1,100
C-130 270 290 17,000 C @ 4,,000 40 *-4.O00

45,000 F

F = fuel; C= passengers and cargo i

mi
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CHAPITR 2

DEVEMIDPINT OF TO 'BE r*,A71T•AT!CAL MOI)ED,

The desired result of the mathematIcal model is to fI nd the

maximum nx.)er of bapp that can be filltd in, 211 hours subject to the

nunters of C-130's, C-130 air crews, C-130 loader-s, helicopters, and E

pkg. 'TIis is a model for measuring the operational results that can be

attained with available resources. Four equations will be derived to

describe these resource constraints. The first one includes C-130's and C-130

loaders; it describes the number of plane loads that can be delivered in

time for the bags to be filled within the 24 hour limit when E pkrp are not

constraining. The second equation uses C130's only and it yields the maxirm

possible number of tanks that can be delivered and filled in 24 hours if the

other variables are not constraining. Althouph it is of lit~le use in an

operational model, it is included since it provides a comoarison for the

measuring of the effective use of the utmost costly resource, the C-130 air-

plane. The third equation includes helicopters and E pkgs as variables. It

describes the time needed to deliver E pkp to the scene and the nunber of

tanks that can be filled by them within the 24 hour limit with C-130 aircraft

and loaders not constraining. The fourth equation includes C-130's, C-130 air

crews, and C-130 loaders as variables. It describes the number of baps that

can be delivered within the 24 hour limit. ýhen E pkpm are not constraining

this can be converted to the number of tanks that can be filled in 24 hours

If the number of tanks that car. be filled in 24 hours is known, the

number of C-130 trips needed to deliver that nunber of tanks is

10
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Thi3 transformation of variables and its inverse,

A variable named CHECK1 is introduced as an input so that the user of

the model may choose to or not to check that variables in the input card

deck do not violate the allowable range over which they are defined for

this mathematical model. CHECKI also checks the helicopters by type to

see if they can carry an E pkg to the scene (distance is the only considera-

tion checked). To use CHECKI, input a value of 1.0 on the appropriate

card.

Loader IEuattion

The amount of bags that can be delivered and filled in 24 hours, is

subject to the nuiber of C-130 loaders. The loaders are considered as

servers in a queueing problem and the C-130's as the arriving, clients; the

queue that results is a deterninistic queue with the facility utilization

factor dependent upon both the numTer of servers and the number of clients 2 :

P = -- averate number of arrivals per minute

A4 average nuTber of loadings per minute

The expected time between arrivals (the reciprocal of average arrival rate)

is I/x, , = B+C for each C-130. Thus for N C-130's it is 1/X, = B+C which
N

is An N arrivals per minute. The expected service time per loader is
B+C

11A = D. The number of servers, s, is the nurber of C130 loaders, L. Thus

the facility utilization fat-or is RHO = ND . It is the fraction of
(B+C) L

time that the loaders are busy.

'Yee Eillrer • ¼Leremn. TF,. .... , n•to ()peratiori- P'erearch. On paye 290

this foirila is deflned.
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The time the loaders have available for luading is described by the

maximum possible time during the 24 hour period during which C-130's are

available for loading. The first loader can begin loading the first C-130

when it ends its standby, A~l). Similarly the Lth loader can begin loading

only whun Lhe Lth C-130 ends its standby, A(L). This stems from the

definition A(I)•A(1+1) for all C-130's. Other factors that reduce the

available loading time are measured from the end of the 24 hour period to

the time that the last load, which can be delivered in time for filling,

has been loaded. So, for the Ith loader, the time available for loading

is 1440-(B-D)-U-R-A(I) minutes and for all the loaders it isL
(1440-B+D-U-R) L- 2 AM1

The used loading time is the product of the iacility utilization factor
4

times the total available loading time with the total available loadinig

time reprejenting the maximum used loading time possible. Therefore used

loading time is

ND

mlnn i (B+C)L } ((1440-B+D-U-R)L-ZA(I))

This number, when divided by the loading rate and truncated, yields the

constrained number of C-130 trips, IXl:

[min{t 
-

Ix1- (B+C>L (

D

Note that 1-5L--N. If either L or N is equal to zero, there can be

no bags delivered or filled. It is senseless to consider L>N. Any

loaders more than C-130's simply will not be used. IXM is converted to

the constrained number of bags filled by the transformation: IXiT - 2(IX1)-

12



N
I='i

Also when MO > 1, the C-130's wait. Since N is finite, the queue length

can not exceed H-L, the nimber of C-130's not in service. In steady

state the expected time. between w'rWvul3 becoieeos Bt-dolavh where W, the
N

waitinVg ti•.e is the delay:

W =0 for RHO <1 and

W = ND - B-C for RHO=l. When W is considered, one can
L

deduce that the facility utilization attains I as its maximum.

The C-130 Equation

As stated earlier in this chapter, this equation is provided for gaginr,

the rraximum nurber of C-130 trips and the resulting, amount ofhbaps that

can be filled in 24 hours, It is not used in the present model 'althought it
was the first equation derived in modelirn; the operational deploymnt of

ADAPTS. It led to the derivation of the fourth equation for IX5, the number

C-130 trips that can be made (so that baps delivered can be filled within

the 24 hour limit) with given untber of C-130's, C-130 loaders, and C-130

air crews. An intermediate enuation labeled JX4 will not be described but

since its name appears in several computer runs, its name was not reused to

avoid confusion.

Note that 1440-R-U minutes are available for a C-130 to deliver packages

in 24 hours and that the C-130 time used is A(I)+B*X(I)+C(X(I)-l) where

X(I) is the nurber of trips made by the Ith C-130. Thus for the Ith C-130,

T440-R-UhiA(I)+f*x(j)+C()(I)-l). This is an ineauality because there may I
be a fraction of a trip possible in the time available; -C(X(I)-1) indicates

that for the puiToses of filln;l tVank:- the last return trio is not considered ,
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so one return trip i," subtracted. After solving for X(I) and truncating

the possible fraction of a trip, one has" X(I) A4404+C-R-U-A()]

Next sum over N C130's to have:

N

IX2 R ' 440+C-R-U-A(1
L B+C J

I-i

This formula gives the maximum number of C-130 trips possible when there

are no waits for loaders and there are enough air crews for the 24 hour

period. Multiply by two and subtract the number of C-130 delivered pumps

to find the number of C-130 delivered bags.

The Equipment Package Equation

The number of bags that can be filled by the pumps within the 24 hour

limit is a function of the number of pumps and when they'hre delivered.

There are two ways by which the pumps can be delivered; by helicopter and

by C-130.

When pumps are delivered by C-130's, the following restrictions

apply:

a. only one pump is in a plane load,

b. the pump is dropped first,

c. the first pump delivered by a C-130 is delivered on its

first trip, and

d. the remaining pumps are delivered in consecutive trips.

These restrictions did not apply to the network analysis of ADAPTS, the

first two were required to construct the simulation model, and all were

necessary to derive this equation.

When pumps are delivered by helicopter, the number and type of heli-

14



copters are important. Several simplifing assumptions were made. The

first is that zero, one, or two pumps may be prepositioned at either or

both helicopter equipped air statiuLub. Aalyai af thn Q!-r.,1t-inn results

have shown that, even with the faster and more powerful 1iH-3F, the third

and later pumps (when allowed) are delivered so late that they are marginal

in results. Another assumption is that only one nelicopter from HP2 can

be used and that if it is used it is an 1111-3F. The assumption of one

type only comes from the fact that 1P2, being farther from the scene, will

normally be beyond the range that an ItH-52A can deliver a pump. 11P1 has

one or two helicopters of either type but the types may not be mixed, they

are mutually exclusive in this equation to avoid the combination of pump

and helicopter delivery schedules that could arise. The two types of

helicopters would be drawing from the same group of pumps so that pumps

delivered have to be subtracted from the pumps availabie for delivery by

the other type. It will become evident in the remainder of this section

that, even with these simplifing assumptions, this is the largest and most

difficult equation.

A final assumption is that the HH-52A helicopter can be used to deliver

a pump in thirds; that is, an E pkg which is constructed in three modules

of nearly equal weight. There is serlous doubt that this can be done and

still have a pump with a rated output of 1000 gallons per minute. If it can

not, the portion of the equation that describes such delivery can be removed

without harm.

1. The Ith C-130 delivers a pump on its first trip and, after El

minutes, this pump is ready for use. Thus from the A(T)+El+B minute to

the 1440th minute, it is available foi pumping; this is 1440-A(I)-B-El

minutes of pumping time. The C-11.) r-This a round trip of B+C minutes

15
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I
before it delivers the next pump; hence, the next punp has 1J110-A(T)-2*12*

C-El minutes of pumping time. Sirmilarly the P(I)th pump delivered by the

Ith C-130 has 1440-A(I)-P(I)*B-(P(I)-l)*C-E1 minutes of puirping tim

available. The total pumping time available from pun.s delivered by the
P..1) 11(1)

Ith C-130 is: (1440-A(1)-EI)P(I)-Bz ZC z-1) which equls3
z=l z=!

When this expression is divided by R, the pumping rate, and the result is

truncated, the result is the number of baM that can be filled by the

pumps delivered by the Ith C-130. It is labeled IDUM in the FO1VR•TR model.

When P(I)=O, the result is zero. Note that two off-setting assurrtions a,,e

made:

a. This C-130 suffers no waits and

b. the summation can be made before dividing and truncating.

The errors introduced by these assuirptions are off-setting so that the

net error is very small. -Under scme circumtances when the 24 hour limi.t

is impossible, IDUM can be negative in this formula. These circumstances

occur when A(I) is close to 24 hours and B+C, the round trip time is large.

To prevent negative values, use max {0ID)U} when sunmninF over all 0-130's

to find the number of bags that can be filled by these pumps.

The number of bags that can be filled by helicopter delivered pumps

will be derived for HPE using IH-3F's, 11P2 using an I1II-3r, and HPl using

HH-52A's. The two types of helicopters at HPI deliver the same pumps so

they are made mutually exclusive to prevent erroneous results. If HH-3F's

are ava•ilable, then HE-52A's are not used since they are very limited in

3 See Jolley, L. B. V. Sum'ation of' l.ei, York City: I5ver 196].
The formulae on pages 2 and 3 are u;eu Lo solve for the above closed formni.
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comparison. The model is written to set Q'32=0 if Q14O. j
2. The ,iuxrber of banp that can be filled by pumps delivered by 111-3PF's

from 11P1 is derived by noting that Q1 and M1 are integers each limited

in value to 0, 1, or 2. This allows the use of lor.gcal IF statcrments

and separate expressions for the number of bags filled with different

resources.

Define G = A(1)+B+2*Hl as a constant eoual to the time the first

helicopter spends waiting for a salvage team, delivering it, and return-

i to IPM to pick up an E pkg. Note that E2+H+G is the time the first E

pkg delivered by an HH3F is ready but that baMs may not be available for

filling until A(1)+B+U. Thus the available pumping time for the fitst

E pkr is J1440-max {E2+l.G1A(l)+B+ when Ml1l or 2 and Q1l= or 2 and

it is zero when either M1=0 or Ql=0. Since-G = A(1)+B+2*Hl, the formula

can be simplified. Divide by R and truncate to find the number of bags

that can be filled by the first pump from 1PI during the 24 hour period.

(l1 ho-A(l)-B-E,2-311l)

If two HH-3F's are at HPI and there are two E pkgs there, the next

E pkg is ready at E2+lIl+F when the first salvage team is there and baps

are ready (other salvage teams are delivered after this E pkg in the

chosen strategy). Therefore when Ml2 and Q1-2, the available pump-

ing time from the second pump is:

.1 11424-max f{E2+1Il+P,, A(1)+B+Hl+E2,A(l)+F.44

where E2+IIl+F is the time to have pump ready when helicopter delivers

it only, where A(l)+B+I-HL+E2 is the time to have pump ready when helicopter

Sdelivers a salvage team first, and whrare A(l)+B+U is the time that a bag

becomes available for filling. When this is divided by R and truncated,

the results i3 the nurber of bari; tV.:.' can be filled by the second pur-
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if it was delivered by the second HH-3F. It is constraincd to be

greater than or equal to zero; it can be added to the expression for

the first pump, but if there is only one JIH-3F at HPI and Ml is equal

to two, the next E pkg is ready at:

G+2111+(S-I)2111+HI+E2 = E2+G+(2S+I)Hl since:

G Time helicopter becomes available to deliver E pkg

2HI = time to deliver remaining salvage teams

HI = time to deliver this E pkg

E2 time to set up this E pkg

Therefore the available pumping time from the second pump from HPI is

1440-E2-G-(2S+l)1Il when there is only one HH-3F. The desired expression

is selected by using logical IF statements to choose among the possible

values of Ml and Ql. The above expression, divided by R and truncated is

the number of bags that can be filled by the second pump in 24 hours if

there is only one HH-3F at 1PI. Thus the number of bags that can be

filled by pumps delivered by HH-3F from HPI. is equal to:

1(1440-A1 )-B-E2-3111)] for the first pump plus either

1440-max E2+Hl+FA(1)+B+HI+E2,A(1)+B+tR

fcr the second pump and two helos or

Il440-O2-GE-(2S+I)H1_ for the second pump and one helo.

3. The number of bags that can be filled by pumps delivered

by IIH-52A's (in lieu of HH-3F's) from }IPI is derived in a similar manner.

Tiie tVinc necessary to deliver the pump is:
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21152 = round trip tineP to delever salvatT team -

1152 - 1/3 punp delivered

H52 = time of trip back to }Ii

H52 = 2nd third delivered

H52 = time of trip back to HPl

H52 = last third of pimp delivered

71152 = total for the first pump

H52 = tire of trip back to HF-

2(S-I)H52 = tine of roLund trips to deliver the remaining salvage teans

5H52 = time to deliver the second pump

This totals to (2S+IL)H52 for the second pump.

By a reasoning process similar to the derivation for HPI equipped with

HI-3F's we arrive at the number of bags that can be filled by HII-52A

delivered pumps (from HPl only). It is equal to zero if either there are

no pumps or no helicopters, it is constrained to be greater than or equal

to zero when M1 and Q52 are enual to either one or two. The expression is:

max {0, [l1 44-max 1E2+E+llH52-'4Q52*H52,A(l )-+13+L3j

for the first pump and

nmax 0 _____________5*F2-3-52*S151

for the second pump. The model bypasses these expressions whenever Ql is

greater than zero since delivery by HI-52A is not done when HH-3F's are

available.

4. The last portion of the equipment package equation is the number

of bap that can be filled by purps delivered by an HH-3F from HP2. As

stated earlier, the possibility of using IH-52A's from HP2 is very remote

due to the greater distance and the >z.:er capability of the HI--52A.
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This part of the model is constructed with one 111H-3F at II2. It coulld be

changed to allow two but it is doubtful that the second would be uned

'beiUI on zJtan:t dul, h ie hnfrt nini fromT HPP is

delivered. It represents a resource that would have margirkl effect so

for simplificatioi' of the fornula, it was not included. 2ince 02 eousls

zero or one only, a logical iF statem.ent is used to bynpass this expression

when there are no helicopters.

The first from HF2 is ready for use at:

maX •2+F.+H2,A(l)+B+U} ;hence, the resulting expression for the number of

bags filled is:

fma {0, r~I40o-max E2+F+H2 Ai)P+]

For M2=2, the second punp is set un at EPKG7=E2+F+3112 but the second

bag is not ready until: U+ min second trip by the first, C-130, first trip

by second C130 if N 2, first trip by first C-130 if P(l)=0I

The second trip by the first C-130 takes A(1)+2B-IC minutes. The first

trip by the second C-130, when there is a second C-130, takes A(2)+B

minutes. A penalty is assipned to this time to increase it beyond the

second trip time of the first C-130 when there is only one C-130. The first

trip by the first C-130 is considered only if it delivers no pumps, that is

if P(1)=0. This means that a second bag was delivered and is available for

I use.-- The resulting expression for the bags filled by the second pump is

max 0., 1l440-max EPKIT, min BAG2 MOAP, ~~L R . ...

where EPKG7 = E2+F+3*H2

BAC2 = A(1)+B+U if P(1)=0

- A(1)+2B+C+U if P(1)U0
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1

ITPAG2 = BAT2+I if N=1 A

A(2)+B+U if' N01

'Thus the number of bags that can be fill(!(] by pumps at the scene is

the sum of the num~ber of bags t•at can be fillcl by 4

a. the pumps delivered by C-130' s,

b. the pumTs delivered by HII-3F's

or delivered by }U!-52A fhm HPI, plus

c. the pumps delivered by an -i1-3F frorn HP2.

The C-130 system Fquation

The number of C-130 trips that can be made to deliver bags in timre for

them to be filled in 24 hours is IX5, the dependent varlable in this eauation.

Bi using the transformation,

IX5T -= 2*IX5- P(I), we have tne number of bat' that can be filled

in 24 hours. IX5 is the result when the independent variables, the innut, are

the nuiber of C-130 loaders, L, the number of C-130's, N, and the numbIer of

C-130 air crew,,s, .T".

-n tU.;.. euation there are many restrictin assumotions. They will be

discussed as they arise. The first assuLmntl.on is thai: tiT;c nuubcr of trips

taken by a C-130 is the minirraum of ti..o values; the J. '- tho nurber of

trins that it can take due to the endurance of the air c.:. ass.uned to that

C-130 and the scond is the number of trips that it c.,i take due to the time

available to that C-130 before 211 hours are finished.

The fornula is derived by pairivng the first L C-I 30's to the L loaders.

Then the next L C-130's are paired to the L loaders.. Por exanle when I, = 3

and N = 5, the first loader serves the f-r':t and fourth C-130's. 11,01.0 are

several assy-iptions inhierent in this nairinf,. The first is that the second
21



i• ~I:

group of C-130's causes no delays to the first; that i,.-I, any delny :-ufrerc-d

is absorbed by the second groun. Actually both proups suffer delny;- and

this assumption assigrs all the delays to the second rmroun. Since there is

no attempt made to measure tl-xý deliys of each C-i10, this does

not induce masureable changes. 'I'he next assumption is, that after an

initial delay equal to the loadinr of the first C-130, the L+_st C-130 loads

during the time the first C-130 is away on a trip. The initial delay serves

to phase the aircraft, this assumption holds whenever 2D-<B+C (distance fron

ECAS to the scene is treater than 165 miles when loading. time is 90 minutes).

It causes some overestimation of the nunber of trips whenever the distance

is less than 100 miles; however, this is first of all a remote possibility

and secondly this is a distance for which the actually available resources

in helicopters becomes construining for IX3T. Hence lftt~e error was noted

in the verification.

9he last major assumption was that, when N >2L, only the first 2L C-130's

need to be considered and that the remaining C-130 aircraft may be igrored.

This assuniotion holds for the shorter distances since there is not enouph

time during C-130 trips for two loadinrs to be accomplished before the

airborne C-130 returns. rihe third C-130 for a given loader alwcays causes a

long wait; that is, for each server, there is always one in service and

waiting. What is a shorter distance? For N >2L, three loadings must

occur within the time of a round trip - this means 3D-5B+C. This means that

this assumption causes no error under 375 miles when loading. time is 90 minutes

To the north of ECAS this distance is nearly the limirt at which two helicopter

equipped air stations can be used. For all practical purposes this means that

IX3T becomes constmlninnf. To the south of ECAS the same constraint occurs at

present, and in ,;everal year~s, there w.-j1ll be additien!l C-130's Im Air

Station so that distance will no longer be .genre-e.
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It can be seen that with the distances involed ond with tile other

factors of eouiprent and locations, these a;stmiptions cause little trnuble

and allow tlhi.; vquaLiuri tL ue k1-v."vt. I" UC ... "1 .. .. .

tine available for each to ma1'e round trips is the rtninmum of 60*CFH)'*IDC(I)

and I440+C-R-U-A(T). 5•he first is the air crew time available and the second

is tie C-130 time available in 21| hoUrs; since both must be available, the

lesser value is used. It is divided by 11+C and truncated to yield the num-

ber of trips made be that C-130. For the next L C-130's the first number is

unchangred and the second becomes 1440+0-D-T3-U-A(l) to incorporate the initial

delay. The lesser value is then divided by B+C and truncated. The trips

by each C-130 are siumed to form IX5. Thus TX5 equals

min L,

[mm 60*C1ThTI)*NTC(I),lI4LI+C-E-U-A(T)] +
B+C

m l Ii

min 2L, n I

B40

I=L+l

Should the need arise, a third summation could be derived for 2L<N <3L;

however, since this sunmation would be effective only for distances pgreater

than 375 miles and since these distance occur mainly at the limit of effective

helicopter availability, it will not be done.

Because of the many assumptions taken in deriving. this constraint eauation

over thirty verification comparisons were made between the mathematical model

and the simulation model. The differences caused by the above assumptions are

not sirnificnnt until. the dist•nce, Di;, is less than 100 miles or yv7eater than

650 miles. Both conditions are rare for the East Coast.
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Finally, the modeJ selects the mos-t con:;trTInlnfr- :-,,t of rn:.Urits

as described by the equations for IX'IT, DXi, snd TXt.T ai the jiinxinurn numbr.

of' bags, that can be filled in 24 hours.
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I3
VtITTFICATION Ov 71U'? P.ATjT7VA\TICAI, MODEL

Verification of the matherratical model could not be accomolishbc by

camnarison of results with actual field tests of ADAPTS since the ;ystLemn

is still i.n prototype developDWxfnt. Verification was accorrnl[:,,hed by proeed-

inf, in a three sten co-narlson.

7he first step was to assipn nui.bers to each of the procedures and events

that occur in the operational denloymrent of ADAPTS. This was done by observingr

the field tests of the prototype equipment and tirdng the events as they

occurred. The results of each test were compared and the duration of each event

was evaluated with the following criteria:

a. was the work done in a knowledreabie manner free of hesitation

and false starts,

b. were any of the delays that occurred strictly attributable to

the nature of the test, that is, generated by the test,

c. if this event was repeated many times over, would the speed

of the work increase,

d. is there a faster way of doing this, and

e. would this event occur in the same way during an actual

operational deployment?

Since ADAPTS involves the une of aircraft, portable salvage eouipment, and

people, the use of an aviator, a shinboard engineer of a rescue ship, the

executive officer of a rescue shio, and a civil engineer to evaluate the

events was anpropriate. The resultinrg, times for accorlizshing the events were

contined to form the tire required to perform tasks'4" Each task was so defined

Not aII of th.'sC r• '. , ' rn. t5he tiLrre,• T:rpt ient to t.

are g-J.ven in Artrendlx A rxn L.., ... ue: of the defincxI constartv.
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that it could be placed in a network for critical path analysis, czitical

path analysis followed using the ICES-Project 1 package for computer analysis

of thp nprwnrk. Thp mo~thr- ei c wn a 1d n ..h - 4, t 1- 14,4 oc .,1 1 1.1n varýi-

with small quantities of resources. The results were easily verified as both

reasonable and optimal for the resources and strategies. But as more resources

were added, the PERT-CPM networks became too cumbersome to form.

The second step of the verification was to construct a discrete simu-

lation model that allowed a wide range of resources and printed enough data so

that it could be compared with the results of the network analysis. GPSS was

selected for the simulation language; it proved well 3uited for the task. Many

assumptions were required to complete the simulation model, (see Volume 2 of

this report) they were of several classes:

a. first the practical number of reFources that could be examined by

the model; e.g. a matrix column was needed per C-130 to log flight completions.

b. second that certain strategies (order in which tasks were done) weri

best. For example the strategy-that was optional for one helicopter was to:

1. deliver a salvage team,

2. work at scene as long as needed,

3. deliver one propositioned helicopter delivery E pkg,

4. work at the scene as long as needed,

5. deliver remaining salvage teams with work at the scene during
trips allowed,

6. deliver remaining E pkgs with work at the scene during trips
allowed, and

7. make trips solely for working at the scene.

This strategy was assumed to be best for the first helicopter when more than

one helicopter is available. Whenever possible, the choice of strategy was

verified by network analysis.
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c. thirdthe. prin~ted results need not cover all data generated. This

IMd not ni'ove, satis-cor and" the prirtcei output was doubled.

They as.sunnt-iorns u~sed in~ the develomr-ernt of the sim~latlion were not cowintataie

with -nome of the netw--ork,-s that had been 1.nventi,7ated; however, for four' of

the networ'ks the assir-c-:L.-ons and inputs we.,re directly cco-Tarable (spe 7Table 2)

These four dilrect comnoarisons showed the v.-J-Iditoy of' the, simnulation model.

Several relative compa'P.sons wv.ere also made. 7Thesp r-ere cormarisons with Ithe

s-anr. resources where tle strater7 tmed in the s.rvalat",on model resorrbled tle

stmatcfgv used in the 1`17.-CPMý analysLz. They showed re-sults differnrw by one

or tmo ba-s fillc\d in C211 hours. These comnarisons, showed that the .-trate74irs

us~ed in the simuat ion r~:cfel were generallyV br.tter than or erazal to the stlra-

u!sed in the nelibs.Tis tondvxI to wvothe azstr'ntions On tratt4c.

rfle fimil step of teverification vms to) malre morrmri"ons bettvei'n the

results of the srilt.nr~ode]. TrcI t~he mahr~tclmotel whenl ident.cal re-

oources ind strategies r.~e used as irnt.For th-irt% diffe~ren't renmu'ce~s Pn.

location ccer, nat tions, col cae -~uter rum, were made:. Trher was only% onel-

me~asurement of resultý-s ~z~dfor this- corT'rI5-1,on and it w-.as the ntuibv? of b'17

fidi~n 2-~hours,. Thre a-brolute v""*'ue o~f the differemnces betwemen the results

of" 1;hmt': roies avernveai at i..3, mi-S; this-7 ronreserits a p4.r ircrce-r e-t.

;1.h 1: ~2 &tale.fr nt~n1n~r 'ose1ý01s. 7he f~pM'ýc~d results, of t-0 sf;-u2.ra-

2:~ ir~i !:'t>Y2.t2
*~ ___ ; ur-c'2,.uee neirCly mdnttplcrves (c Ir

- ~ .>.~,. V~8 ure aPmo 1..1 l.;rtethtthe nu--Icr of' brimn,- k de<

* ~ .. ... ~.:~O i~t~~::~.ticr)1 Tc]8.. rcnrod1i~er- the 1~;~~t

o",h i. 4 VIC -I.-
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TAHIE 2

SIMULATION MODEL VERIFICATION1

Event Percent Difference between methods
Run i Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

Last E pkg set up 3.34 0.16 1.52 1.02
First C130 returns to ECAS 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84
First bag filled 3.95 1.96 1.96 3.22
Second bag filled 0.36 0.17 0.17 0.17
Third bag filled 0.74 0.14 0.14 zero
Fourth bag filled 0.59 1.21 0.14 zero
Fifth bag filled 0.63 0.12 0.12 0.39
Tenth bag filled 0.38 0.76 0.08 0.14
Twelfth bag filled 0.34 0.68 0.08 0.24
Twentieth bag filled 0.24 0.47

lThis is condensed from volume 2 of this report.
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livered by a C-130 be delivered one per trip, starting with the first trip,

rvA1A~A. 1~x4p~~ 4.L t-..1 -4 ~ A - V.~ ', V'-' V -, - A-1. . . . .

simulation model allows gas of bag,--only trips before all R pk,.. have been

delivered but it still il.mits the C-130 to crr•.ing one p pkg per' tri, The

PERT-CM analysis allowed any co.i)1nation. 'The simulation model allovs the

helicopter at llP2 to be an IT--52A or an lHI-3Fr but the mathematical model allot:s ;

an HI-3F only. The network, being, less restrictinpg, allowed any t,pe of'

helicopter. A final exTmple of difference is that the network and simulation

model output lists when each tank would be filled while the matherrat:Ica. model

gives only how many tanks can be filled in 211 hours.
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f Nautical Miles from ECAS to Scene

Figure 1 Mathematical Model Compared With
Simulation Modell.

11 dentical resources and similar delivery
strategies:

Resources
5 C-130's at ECAS with rails installed on the first
10 C-130 air crews each with 12 hour endurance
A makifold and an HLD in each E pkg
-4A rails used
6 Salvage Teams at ECAS
4 E pkg's at ECAS, 2 at HPI, and 2 at HP2
5 C-130 loaders rated at 25,000 pounids
2 HH-3F helicopters at HPl and 1 at HP2

Strategies
Only 2 packages per trip; either 2 bags or I bag

and 1 E pkg in which case the E pkg is dropped
first.

E pkg deliver:
C-130 # Trip Number

Simulation Mathematical Model
1 1,3 1
2 1 1,2
3 - -

4 2 1
5F- -
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Control forc Continucd VeifcatU01.

Sirc thIz ba~i~lrsed utcon a rprototyre of' ADAMOS, controlsar

nce~an,-.?F.,-;t, .'f'erences beti.':ecn the pr-ototype sy-st~er and theb finaql

svster m. ruste eer:'u and thren the model must" he corrected. Second, actual

deployintnt of' A!"APTV ': i holn fuirther define t~he t~i~r- needed to acconpli-sh

t1he tasksr invoJlved and, th-.ese time vallues should be used in lieu of the values

r!;ven in App~endix R. cm-exa'nle of' the former would be a radical chanrr in

the si'zo of a ta-n,ý- so thnat three T pkt-- could be carried. by a C-l30 instcad of
N

two *11Th0 formula V (I) would have to be chang~ed .w.ith a 3 renla cir

the 2 and the tirrx.ne- a to fill, a sr.akller tank- would be less so R would no

lon-er eaual, 121 Fho al ~Ifold is used. The la~tter type of' corrmection would,

bec.onem necessa-ry 1.4'-,,n unexnected r'Thor dolay irs found to reoccur offtEni

th"e halr~of a T pl.,-.: the-,n this delay rust be added to the current value of

U.

'The control for t-.0 first ponsible prnun of errors ils to review tlne rod~e,] I
*:h(-nevecr the eninnnrm:-rI -1e1simn is chmnýcd vnif vwhenever nore enuxnm-,ent is rur

elhLas9(.. A comresMcn ,tc',n the chara(cteristics of the old enuirn-ent u~

'..'hjrh tho wde]. '-r, P nd the ne'w eoulmnrnt wrill lemonstrate w-hethefr thec

?ToieJ , be crr-J : a .:treurtinmust bn charr.,ed or' nothirr be

r;~conrolfo~~:-On scond possIrKle fi'oumr o' ermors thatU coulO ar'.'-e pmrI

o:;~:1-:1~ n!--!rr::-.x- UIt rcolrd h li ever.,akrouLe o

'NJ~ anac5:g~~C Ltr ea.~ ledlor- n the (n2cert

I. I' A~ Jýn k,- Lem etc 6M~od'
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that probability distributions will be derivable for these values since

the eauipment will evolve as exnerlence is rpiine6: the nhnnmeF In thp

equipment may occur too rapidly for deployments with the same eouipment to

accurmajate data to generate a probability distribution.

Uses for the Model

A priffe use for the model is to determine the outcome. of the deployment

of a given set of resources to a distress that arises. Then the need for

alternative Treasures can be deternmined. Should an incident arise in

which it is required that a tanker to be emptied of its cargo and another

tanker is available to receive all of it, this would be the preferred alter-

native. The possibility exists that ADAPT"' would be needed for 10, 12,

of 20 hours and then tankers would be available. The possible combinations

are numerous. In many of them the model can be used directly, in others

the model results must be interpreted. In some- cases the model can be used

to provide upper and lower bounds on what can be done. The model was used

in such a manner for Volume 1 of this report.

Each equation is based upon 24 hours (11140 minutes) for results. By

changing 1440 to another tim e, the investigator can compute results in 10,

12, 36, 48, etc. hours should these times be important. The model can be

changed by replacing 1440 wherever it appears with TIME. This new variable

can be read in initially and incremented in a DO loop to give results at

regular intervals of time.

A final use of the model is to evaluate the effectiveness of an equipment

change. By using the model in simulated distresses with and without a proposed
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equippment change, the Investifrator can determnine the effect of the proposed

change and it can be evaluated al.ong wIth the cost (among other factors) of

Ig

I

,I
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APPENDIX A

0001 C AnAPTS MATHF-MATTCAt MOOfFt-

0003 PFAn 9009NJO'R

0 0 0 Cl# no K=l ;N,)O!

0007 8?9 FOPMAT flH191SX917H O)ATA SFT Nt.JMRiFR 02?)

0009 904 FOQMAT(T?,13,F5.P)

nobi PPTN'T A3n
061? RIO FOPMAT(15X914H N WASCI4r,)_______
0013 PPTNT An7oN
0014 An7 FOPMAT(1'5Xo4H N F_.t51______________________
0015 14=1 5
n016 -PRINT .ý79N
n017 5 PFAn) 901q(A(T),1=1,N)

0019 901 FORMAT (ISF5.0)

00?1 902 FOPMAT (6rS.O,?TSF5.0)

00)23 903 FORMAT (T997FI0.0)
0QZB~±~uX)E2Laya n+6 -_.)__F/27.)+20,.___

0025 C =6.*DE/?9.
9002 H)=

3 ED ? _______ ____

0027 HP 3?,+fl?/?.
10720 Hs a0,.*1
0029KY=
0030 TF(CH~FKl.F0O.0.) GO0 TO 9A
0031 PRTNT AOO
003? AOO F0PMAT(lHno,1X,13H nATA FPPOPS=) _______________

0033 C PMAX(T) TS AN UP~PER IJPPEP QOOJNOj FOR P(T)
n0014 no SA T=1,N____ ____________ _____

00315 PA()(40-~ /R
0036 !F(PMAX(T).GiF*P(T)) GO TO 50 _______ ____

0037 PPTNT lP(,IP4 (!
floig 801 F0f0MAT(19X,3H P(*T?.3H)_R_*_FIO.5,6H PMAXtqH
0039 5i0 CONITTNIJF
0040 C HELTCOPTFPS APFcONSTPAINFn By fl!STANCF __

0041 tMHIfl1,1o.
0042 MHI=MIl l(lO.,(nl1.P?i/?,ll,0+fl) ____ ___

0043MH9??2*HrP-950
0044 IF(!MHI.3.~jf.0
0045 IF(MH2,GT.1R?) I)?=0.
bQ046 FM5.,1JO ?=._________ _______

0047 TF(rO1.N'Ff.) 05?=0.

004Q PRTNT 80?,MI
nl~ 2 A ( S 19MIP~J AAKMF 67 T 0 PJ.A
0051 Yl
0-052- 1 IFjYaZ.LE.? ZAI o 52~ __ _-_

0053 PRINJT A03,iMp

0Q54~ FOJI iNLRr1•AFS_31,2



0055 KFY=l

005;7 PPTHT R0,O140

flAT

0.0.0. .~5 1.iEA) ?.L..~1. LG.QOT ~56__ ._....
0061; PPTNT A069SP0

n069 PPTNT A06.O5?

0071 KFY=l

0073 PPTNT RORLN

0071 KFY=l
D __ 6L~ S F IL5. * GE .N.~A).e___ _

0079 PPTt'IT Al09,L ()9*A

007M KFY=1

07D IEJ. 1(0I.F9L,0*05.T.0 S.) ____ TO_60

D079 PPTNT P105J* (),0A1

00A7 KFV=l

A8 60 TF(KF1.NFO..O.QNJ.. (0 TO 6W)

0089 PPTNT All
0090 --- I FOPmAT(IH..?qX94HNONF') ____ _____ _

0091 9A SIJMP=O.

0093 SUMhN=o.
V 194 _____1CT Fm f_..N.(-RE _____________

0095 DO 101 T=1.N

0097 SUMP=St)MP+P(T)
0098 _U M ARLS U tAA'L4A&D__________________________
n0';9 TF(T.G3T._ G~O TO 101
0100 _ _ _ 9SmAL-=SMAN. __ ____ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

A 10 1 10 1 CONTTNIJF

'0103 TX1 = 4N (~ P O )* (4 0 - - -+()L S)A )r
0104 CL I LA5. T 4ELfAAflEP.JAŽ1 Cl 30 CON SRAINLLO!JA119ŽJ
n0105 NIJP=?*L
0 106 .- --,-.-.IF (NtJP..fT. 11) U=
0107 C ASY;TN CPFWS TO ATPCRAFT

01flS00..DO.0L2b~IAI~P _____35



0109 IF NCTFMP.LP.0 n GO To 950?
0loNr(TT) = NCfTT).1 __

0111 501 NCTFMP =NCTFMP-1

0113 502 Ixg n
n114EN 6.,Cfl__. .

flh1~~~~ TA 1.Ar..i

0117 1F(Tjf,rTL) CO TO 504

flhlO GO TO 503
nl120 04 TXS5=TX5+AMTNI EN*NC(jJjA-f),TA-f)- A (j QiD/
0121 503 CONTTNIJE

0125; 600 TX?=TX?.+(TA-A(Tl)/(R+C)
~1?~C TX? LS _MAXý.LýU2Q.1REDF1IJ-P5 T-CA ..ARE 4D.1.

0127 c EACH PLANFJ HAS A LOAOFR, TX? IS NOT tiSEO TN FYNr)!NG THF

nipQ C TX3T9 THF MAXIMUM NI)MREP 0F PAGS THAT CAN RF FILL~FD RY
q-PPUMDS AT TE~- -.- . ~

0131 C 1X5 IS THF MAXTMUM NUJMRER OF C130 TPTPS THAT CAN RE MADE nUF TO

n133 TX28=2*IX?-StJMP
4134 PRYNT 8?? ________ _____

0135l. 8P7 FORMAT(IH0,30X,?4HIJNCONS;TPATNFD C130 TPJPS)

0137 8?25 FAPMAT(1SX*7H IX? =9T5919H C130 TPIPS AT REST)
T13M PPMT3! , X __ _ _ __ _

0139 A31 FOPMAT(l5X*7H IX29 =tTc5,30H BAGS FTLLEfO IF NO CONSTPATNTS)
40 EP = E?.H1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0141 FPKG2 = A(1),R.FP

0141 EPK63 w = +
0l144 SAMI = A(I)+R+U ___________ ___-

0145 IX'3T=n
M146 T 7(MlF 0 P (1 ŽLJ) 0 n in T(L?.A.___0____________

0-147 FL

n149 TF(01*FQ*.1. GO TO ?01

015 1 (-O TO0 200
0i~ 20 1 TX -jI3± MAX L-LQ j_.L 4n..=E~f..~.LS*1),

n153 200 TF(01.NF.0.) GO TO 100

0155 FPKG4 = ?F1*H24HRO5

-nlr57 17(MI*NF*2) GO TO 300

ý15Qj TXIT=TX3T.MAX1 (0..(1440.-FPKG5))/Q')

1161 EPKr,6 =PFH

___ ____ ~36 _____



'~IA3 TF(M?.EF).1) Gn TO 400

I 16c R = RACII
-L.17-P.(I) .-NE&....) -9AGFAGR2.R.fC..----

lfl1A- -Tr(NNF. IITPAC,?=A ;I*',P~iI

f169 TXIT=Tx3T.MAAX1(0.,(1440.-AMAXI(EPKri7,AMINI(PlAG?,TRAC,2)))/R)

0l171 PPTNT 831?*Y*Ytr)JM

ft) 79 1 fLUM0O

r,177 C YXIT TS THE NIIMPFR OF RAGS THAT CAN FIE FILLED I)UF TO C-130 ANO

0l179 C TXI IS THE MAXTMfJM NlI~qRR OF EFFFECTIVE PLANE LOAO)S IN ?4 HOUPRS.
0-180-- C..1X2.t2S .T H - N.UM R ERO F- nA.GS- THA T.-CA.NLIE.. F !LL E D-0UE - P-K G.- C.O N.S TRA V
nisi C Z IS THE MAXIMOM NtIMRF~P OF RAGS THAT CAN RE FiLL-Fn TN 74 HO'JPS6

fl1P3 C TXST =MAX NUMRFP RAGS THAT CAN RE FTLLE() IMJ To C130 CREW CONSTPAIW'

0185 PPTNT RA~f
O~l-----.2---t- -.---.H-..31-.----TNP--.--.A-JE.--

n187 PRINT 8018,1 .N

0189 840 FnPMAT(?H qllX9PH NCRFW ,92X9T3,9H AIRCPEWS)

()191 A41 FnPMAT(PH *llX,?3H CREW FNOURANCr. CEND =9F5*?q6H HOURS)

0193 842 FOPMAT(PH 97X3 OP*FIO.,2AH MINUTFS)

0195s 8S0 FORMAT C H0,14X,5HC-130,SX.7HSTANDRYo3X,6HNIJMPEP,4XAi-4NtIMRER)

n197__ 1NL35 ____ ___ _____'5eHTMF6X4CR~tX4HP~i

0199 852 FOPMAT(I7X,1HT,8X,4HA(Tl,6XSHNC(T)o,9X,4HP(T))

f)2!0 851 FORMAT A949THNUMRFP~,5XlHKM) 6,4CRWXHF)c

_____- PRINT ASS ____

0205 9 PRINT R96.KAT)N(KCK

?030 PPTNT 8957oto

n020 PRINT A58~

0207PRINT q57,rhE.R*1

0213 PPTNJT A03,M?
0214 - - P.RINT.D4.1 N___- -___________

nP C)PPTNT rkcor,
-.! IýIN.TL. D6.9 -0.9
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fl?17 OPTNT A13,flF

nIQ PPYNT 814,r~1

0??3 PPTNT P16,P?

0274 R16 - Fn -PMAT I,5 -X99H -"S =qFIl.?*?~IH SAl VArF -T ,FA *MS --OF 4 " IFN)

0775 PPTNT A179SIJMP
~ 1-.F)m L1~i )ý7U1-51)MP =,Y ?.3C-i.f.LIE ED.E PK('S

* 0-??? PRINT P~8
flP-?8 A?8 FOPMAT(1HO,3V4,7HOIJTPIJT=)___-

y PP9 PRINT P 1 9PHO
02O30 81____TlcX*7 AVPCF AOJJYIS FOP IOA)FPS,*PHO ,i0?
0?31 PRINT R?0*RAGI

-8?-. -D2aQFPAIR M4A T. ( I .-A.G.P~i Y..E-RST-9GR -...F OR-C-ON -NE-CT TJ4G --IA~ I = ,Bfi10 * 21..
0733 PRINT ý3189TXI
np1 81834FPoP AT(19X*44H rliO TP. .f~ XRCNTPTT.)X d5
0235 PRYNT A439TY9
Oý f, 5. 41LO. E M1 A I--Lt . 4ýr Uj ~AA L JR 1 12S; 4 A- AIL. R E. W..& -r(I T R -IN I i. I-X 5.IŽ -- S = i
fl?37 PRINT 8449TXST
D23.8 -.4 A-I'1 "M A- I19-X -9A41..j- -4- H R - AG.. -MA X - -A.I. C.R EW -.CP N SL.RiNrT ... -T. X15 1 15. S.
n2?39 PRINT 8219TXIT

0Z4O2.L.RRA{5. T-lS. -4.4f -.2-4. - q.-1 --9A G-AX.J. C 1.3 n. t.L.D R. -.COý.0J4.T-R Ah IN -' q.J.T.. X I 91.5 )..
n?41 PRINT R2??,TXI',
D -4 2,- -- 8- , F-( RMmA L 1 1. 5-X AA42I-?AH -R -A. MA~P X R E L 0- . N-. + T. R A. IN -IS1. -1F -U5
0243 PRTNT A?397

(i?•A EOR-1!i0 ~X3±T$LY. JMJLNJ..R RAG.S.-FIT LL ED. 7 U.F1.0.,*DL
0245 GO TO 2
a ~46 99 .p___ MT.-_ A

02147 874 F'oPPAT(15X~l2H PUN AIHOPTF0)
n0148 2 CONTIWIJE ______ ____________

0749 STnp
02590 F'ND ___ ___ ____
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APPI:flD)I 13

A(I) Staryby of the Ith C-130. It incluckm air crew arid aircraft stmndbY,

rail installation time, time required to notify the air station, and the

ti•;r to start response. A(I) is defined in the order the C-130's becomer

available; hence, A(1)-A(2)-A(I)-A(I+I)-A(N).

ADATP'S The acronym used for the Air Deliverable Anti-Pollution Transfer

System. It is descr.1',ed in chanter 1.

B The time required to load a C-130, fly it to the scene and drop a load

of two packages. Loading tiiTe includes fueling., tijme for the C-130. B -

D+20+60*DE/270

C Te time required to fly the C-130 back for the scene to FA$S.

C = 60"DE/290

C111D The allowable flight time for C-130 air crews, the Crew ENDurance.

CMECK1 A keying variable used to call for inout data checks; a value of

1.0 calls for the checking,.

D The tine required to load a C-130, standardized at 90 minutes using a

25K loader and 120 minutes using a nakeshift loader.

DE The distance from ECAS to the scene in nautical miles

Dl The distance from HP1 to the scene in nautical miles.

D2 The distance from HP2 to the scene in nautical miles.

El The set up tine for a C-130 delivered E pkg, it is the lapsed tire from

the co•,nletion of the dron to the t1me the pump is ready for use. It is

standardized at 75 minutes.

E2 'Ihe set un tire. for a 1e1 . . '"r'.,ered E r- , it irs the 1hnsndc t•,
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C-130 loader constratits. IX1 is the correspondrn, number of C-130 trips.

IX2 The maximum number of plane loads that can be delivered due to the

number of C-l10's without regard to od]her constraints.

IX3T The number of tanks that can be filled in 24 hours by the pumps

constrained by the method of delivery ard the number of helicopter.3.

IX5T 'The nu-ber of tanks that can be filled due to C-130, 0-.30 loader,

za,.d C-130 air crew constraints. IX5 is the corresponding number of C-130

trips in 24 hours.

Ml The number 'r E pkfps at HPI. Ml = 0,1,2

M2 The number of E pkgs at HP2. M2 - 0,1,2

N The number of C-130's.

NC(I) The number of air crews assigned to the Ith 1-30.

NCREW The number of air crews available to fly C-130's.

NJOB The number of data decks being run in the FORTRAN model.

P(I) The nuMber of E pkFs delivered by the Ith C-130.

Pollution Tneident The inmminent threat of a spill or a spill of such mapnil-

tude or significance as to require innediate response to ( ý....n, cleanup

or dispose of the material (oil) to prevent a substantial w•reat to public-

health or welfare including finfish, shellfish, or other wildlife and shore-

lines and beaches.

Potential Spill Any accident or other circumstance which threatens to result

in the discharge of oil or other hazardous substance. A notential soill can

be classified as minor, moderate, or major.

Ql The number of 13F's at HPl. Ql = 0,1,2

Q2 The nuit)er of M1,"3F's at HP2. Q2 = 0,1
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Q52 The niumber of TR1521's at fI. O52 -- 0,], 2

R 'Ibe tank filling rate,, standardlv z at 120 mn rnutes f.1 .-I ný time plu:'. ihoonkup

time. It equat,'S -.LJ nTnLLCS 11" manuYolcis are avajabiae qani ir eOuaLs li.Im

minutes if no manifolds Re Pvnllahln.

Rho or RiHO The Facility Utilization Factor for the C-130 oa.ders.

S Mhe nunber cf four man salvage toars.

SUMP The total number of E pkM delivered by C-130's.
N

su~i' = Zt,(i
I-.'

T pkg The paclage desAMrcd for air dropping from a 0-130 containinr a fo].ded

rubber tank of 500 tons of oil capacity. It also contains hose and an anchor.

The tank is sometimes referred to as a bag.

U The time lapse between the entry of the T pkg into the water Tid the time

that the hose end is at th-e distressed tanker. It is standardized at 40 minute,..

when using an HID arnd at 12 rinutes when using a helicopter tow to bring the

hose end to the tanker. These times are based upon a distance of 100 yards fmrm

the anchored tank to the distressed tanker.

Z* The maximum number of tanks that can be fi.led i.n 24 hours.
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE ADAPTS PROBLEM

nATA SFT NtJMRFP I

IJNnNSTQATNFr) C110 TRIPS

Tx2R 46 RAGS FTLLFO) TF NO CONSTRATNTS

YNDW(J VALUFqre

M'CPFW I ATRCRFWS

OR 720,00 MITNU

C-130 ;TANORY NUMRFR N14E

T A(T) NC(T) PUl)

2 A8. 1 I

1 0___ A0 __- -. HE 0 __________________

C-130 'STDFiY RATE

Ro. p0. 40.
ml = P OTMN ~K-'F L-P
M2 = ? FoIJTPMFNT PACKAGES AT HP2

02 i. 'rlit**I3F*S AT HP?

nF q*(O0 MTLFCS FROM FCAS) TO SCFNF

=) A5.00 MTLFS FROM HP;) TO SCEN~IF

SUMP = ?.n0O C-110 nr.LTVEPFn F PKCS

OUT PUT =
--- LRAV2FLEA!jULTTYJSG FEOR LO(AnFP35_.H0 =. O,92 -

FTRST RAG PFAr.)Y FOR CONNFfTTN\G AT RAGI = IRI.R9
-- n- T TRIPS kX---3 .~~fR- CON R1- T IN 1.5-9I.X. I__

C130 TRIPS MAXK:ATP CRFW CONST'OATNT9 1X5 I?

24 HP RAG mAX;Cl300-DQ CONSTPAINTSTXIT = 46
24 H P RAG AIJP~__

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .39.IL ~ )



APPENDIX [

FORMAT FOR INPUT OF DATA

Data is entered into the FORTRAN model in sets preceeded by

a single card with the variable NJOB on it (format statempnt )nn).

NJOB is the number of data sets being investigated during the cur-

rent computer run of the model.

Each data deck consists of five cards using format statements:

Card Format Statement Numbers on Card

1 904 N, NCREW, CEND

2 901 A(1), I = I, N

3 901 P(I), I = 1, N

4 902 DE, DI, D2, Ql, Q2, Q52,
Ml, M2, CHECKI

5 903 L, S, D, El, E2, F, R, U
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